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PERFORMANCE BY DESIGN
FINISHED BUSINESS
GOOD, BETTER, BEST.
NEVER LET IT REST
NEWS YOU CAN USE

Shear Sample Handling
Samples are taken throughout the
steelmaking and rolling processes
as part of the modern quality
system. In a bar mill, a convenient
place to obtain a sample is at the
shear. But if a sample is merely
dropped adjacent to the shear, the
operator may have to enter an area
with a cobble hazard to retrieve it.
Further, the hot sample’s
identification must be recorded as
it is stored for cooling. Later, it must
be retrieved and delivered to the
metallurgical lab.

From The

CORNER
OFFICE
by Mike Dolder
PRESIDENT

NEWS YOU CAN USE!
PY
HAP

...to AIM
This year, AIM Machinery
celebrates its 25th
year in business!

Boing,
Boing!
AIM’s roller conveyor
table sections can
include shock
absorbing bases.

It’s Delightful, It’s De-Chocking!

Back in the day, I was working at Inland Steel as part
of a group installing a new LMF and caster. To make
room, we had to demolish the old open-hearth. I was
responsible for relocating the utilities that passed
through the building’s trusses. I took many walks
through that darkened, old building and was
frequently startled by rats and cats rustling in the
shadows.

Our customer faced these
difficulties and challenged us to
provide a solution. There wasn’t

Over the years, I’ve been able to walk through many
mills and have learned what others put up with:

much room next to the shear at mill
floor level because it was next to
the crop pit. However, there was
space in the basement with no
cobble hazard, so that’s where we
chose to locate the storage matrix
and controls.
At the shear, our system catches
the sample, pulls it out of the shear
housing, tips it into a hole in the
mill floor, and logs the sample’s
identity. The sample falls down the
chute, lands in a segmented
conveyor, and is moved to the load
position. The storage matrix aligns
an empty tray at the loader, and
the hot sample is pushed into the
tray. With 60 storage trays in the
matrix, the operators can safely
retrieve the cooled samples at
their convenience.

• In Arkansas, a customer held a pigeon shoot to
reduce the in-building population.
• In Texas and Arizona, safety training includes
warnings for avoiding rattlesnake bites.
• In South Carolina, they had a deer enter the plant,
and in Washington, a moose.
• In Alabama, the spiders hiding in the equipment
can be nasty, but not as nasty as alligators in the
hotel parking lot.

This work roll chocker shipped as one assembly
to speed field installation.

I’ve had the privilege of visiting customers
throughout the country and always learn a
tremendous amount (much more valuable than
learning about pests). Travel last year was seriously
curtailed, and I miss it. I pray we all gain the
confidence to open our doors to each other and get
back to face to face commerce, problem solving and
fellowship. It will be good for all our
businesses…and our souls.
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Good, Better, Best. Never Let It Rest.

The brains behind
the machines:

An increased capacity for service…

An Inside Look

The 3-ladle turntable pictured here was
placed in service in 2009. With a 35’
diameter crane rail on the underside, the
turntable rides on six driven wheels
mounted on a 40’ tall support structure.
Last year, our customer called with a
request: what modifications were
required to safely support a 15%
increase in capacity?

Meet Glen Boer:
He has the “IT” factor

We dug our old drawings and
calculations out of the archives and went
to work. Piece by piece, we were looking
for excess capacity in the original design,
or ways we could justify higher loadings.

SENIOR DESIGNER/I.T. SPECIALIST

Glen Boer didn’t even show up for his first day of
work at AIM—there was no place to go! It was
1996 and Glen and Mike were the first two
employees at AIM. On that first day, Mike was
calling around trying to rent an office, so Glen
spent the day shopping for computers and
office furniture.
Since that day, Glenn has had IT embedded in
his job description. In 1996, AIM’s drafting tool
was AutoCAD, and Glen excelled at it. He
developed short cuts and drawing templates
that were real timesavers. When it came time to
improve on file sharing techniques, (people were
still exchanging floppy disks), Glen monitored
the setup of the network and file server. His
interests grew along with the needs of this
growing company. He helped usher in the eras
of internet communication, a company website,
3-D product modeling, and finally the current
cloud-based system and virtual servers. Glen
still fills the role of Senior Designer in addition to
being the I.T. Specialist. He’s a great asset to
the team.

We take special pride in helping our
customers solve vexing problems and
providing solutions that foster long-term
relationships. The archives are just one
part of our commitment to helping
customers push the envelope.

l

INGOT TURNOVER DEVICE

This system works with a vacuum
tank de-gasser in a steel melt
shop. It provides three active
probes for positioning sample and
injection lances into the molten
bath. The probe hoists are
mounted on an arm which swings
out over a ladle resting in the tank.
In its retracted position, the hoists
are accessible from a walkway for
inspection and maintenance.

Performance by Design
A Rising Platen Lifts All Coils…

A customer wanted to start processing
heavier, larger diameter coils on their
slitter. The problem was that their exit
coil car didn’t have the capacity to lift
the heavier coils, and there wasn’t
enough clearance to drive the coil car
under the large coils. They invited us to
bid on a new, higher
capacity coil car, and to
furnish new bases to
raise the elevation of
their exit reel and
outboard bearing. A
significant outage was
planned for
disassembling the exit
reel and outboard
bearing assembly,

setting the new bases, then reassembling
and aligning the reel to the outboard
bearing. The new car would use the
existing rails and powertrak, consuming
very little effort during the outage.
AIM’s approach was to propose a coil car
whose lift platen would clear the bottom
of the coil, eliminating the need to elevate
the exit reel and outboard bearing
assembly. Although the coil car would
cost more than an “off-the-shelf” product,
the overall savings would convince the
customer to buy our car. We were right!

LADLE PROBES

Features of the new coil car include the
low-profile platen with weighing, a
self-contained hydraulic system for lifting,
and anti-friction bearings for all moving
parts.

This is one of two automated coil
transfer cars for a domestic sheet
mill. Each car picks coils off
storage saddles for delivery
elsewhere: one feeds a process
line, and the other moves finished
coils to shipping. What makes
these cars unique is the relatively
high speed and the long travel
distance, which is the reason for
this style of cable reel.

When you have a need, and you’re
squeezed for time and money, call AIM
Machinery. We’ll engineer an innovative
solution that solves your specific
challenges at a cost you can live with.

219.755.4090 • info@aimmachinery.com

RECENTLY COMPLETED PROJECTS

This turnover device is part of a
system that feeds an ingot scalper.
Aluminum ingots are machined,
(scalped) top and bottom before
being rolled into sheet. This piece
handles ingots sized to 86” wide,
and 320” long. Ingots enter the
turnover device after its first side
has been scalped. Hydraulic
clamps hold them in position while
the device turns over. The ingot is
lowered to the conveyor rolls prior
to its exit.

..............................................................................

Glen enjoys cycling and travelling with a goal to
visit all 50 states—22 remain. He’s a member
of the American Theatre Organ Society and
enjoys their concerts. And maybe someday
he’ll restore that ’49 Chevy pickup sitting
in his garage…

4015 W. 83rd Place • Merrillville, IN 46410

we purchased had higher strength than
our specs, so we were okay without
changes. Similar issues arose and were
mitigated by our analytical prowess,
enabling us to issue a letter of
recertification of the equipment at a
higher capacity without any modifications.

For the support structure, our review of
the original calculations raised concerns
about potential increased loadings.
However, by applying more detailed
analytics published in the newest steel
construction code, we justified the
structure’s adequacy. There was concern
about bending stresses in the circular
turntable frame, but a review of the
material certs showed that the beams

Glen Boer
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